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Massive creation of entangled exciton states in semiconductor quantum dots
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An intense laser pulse propagating in a medium of inhomogeneously broadened quantum dots massively
creates entangled exciton states. After passage of the pulse all single-exciton states remain unpopulated~self-
induced transparency! whereas biexciton coherence~exciton entanglement! is generated through two-photon
transitions. We propose several experimental techniques for the observation of such unexpected behavior.
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Entanglement is one of the most intriguing consequen
of quantum mechanics which completely lacks a class
counterpart. In particular within the context of the emergi
fields of quantum computation1,2 and quantum communi
cation3,4 it has become clear that entanglement provides
utmost viable element for such future technology, and
merous recent work has been devoted to the preparation
measurement of entangled states in real physical syst
However, the interaction of a quantum system with its en
ronment unavoidably introduces an uncontrollable elem
to the system’s time dynamics, thus spoiling the direct
ploitation of entanglement. Noteworthy, such environm
losses hitherto seem to be only controllable in a few ato
and photonic systems, but become prohibitively large in
technologically more interesting solid state. Consequen
the identification of long-lived and sufficiently well
protected solid-state excitations has now turned into the m
pertinent issue within this area of research.

In this respect, semiconductor quantum dots,5–7 or artifi-
cial atoms as they are sometimes called because of th
atomiclike carrier states, provide a promising class of ma
rial, which resembles many of the atomic properties wh
offering at the same time all the flexibility of semiconduct
nanostructures. Quantum dots consist of a small island
lower-band-gap material embedded in a solid-state matri
higher-band-gap material. Proper choice of the material
dot parameters thus allows the confinement of a few car
states within this lower-band-gap region, resulting in discr
spectra and strongly enhanced lifetimes: indeed, remark
long dephasing times have been recently reported for op
excitations~excitons! which were solely governed by radia
tive decay.8 Another property that has attracted enormo
interest is the possibility to create several electron-hole p
~multiexcitons! within a single quantum dot, where, becau
of Coulomb renormalizations, the spectra exhibit a surp
ingly rich fine structure.9,10 We emphasize that it is precise
this Coulomb correlation effect which is at the heart of qua
tum dot-based single-photon sources11,12 and which recently
allowed for an optically induced exciton entanglement.13,14

In this paper it is shown that a strong laser pulse pro
gating in a macroscopic sample of inhomogeneously bro
ened quantum dots massively creates entangled exc
states. Such transition is due to the above-mentioned p
liarities of quantum dots~long lifetimes and Coulomb renor
malizations! and is mediated by the coherent light-mat
interaction within a self-modulation process, thus occurr
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under very general conditions. Quite generally, two ba
phenomena are made responsible: first, above a given po
threshold a laser pulse can propagate in a system of inho
geneously broadened two-level systems without suffer
significant losses~self-induced transparency!;15,16 secondly,
in the case of two-photon resonance, the population can
directly channeled between the ground and biexciton st
without populating the intermediate exciton states.17

Our theoretical approach is based on the simulation of
coupled light-matter system, which requires the solution
both the material and Maxwell equations: here, the la
pulse~described through its electric fieldE) creates an inter-
band polarization in the quantum dots, which, on its pa
serves again as a source term in Maxwell’s equation and
acts back onE. Let us first discuss the time dynamics of
single dot ~introducing an appropriate ensemble avera
later! which we describe within a common master-equat
framework.18,19 Following Refs. 20 and 21 we characteriz
the quantum dot system through its density matrixr, whose
diagonal elementsrxx describe the occupation of the few
particle statesx ~ground state, single and multiexcitons!, and
the off-diagonal termsrxx8 account for the coherence be
tween statesx andx8. The time dynamics ofr is then gov-
erned by20,21 (\51 throughout!

ṙ52 i ~heffr2rheff
† !1Jr, ~1!

with heff5ho1hop2 i G accounting forho , the Coulomb-
renormalized few-particle statesx; hop , the light coupling
described within the usual rotating-wave and dipo
approximations;19 i G, dephasing and relaxation due to env
ronment interactions; and finally,J which accounts for in
scatterings that guarantee that the trace ofr is preserved at
all times.20,21 In this paper we shall consider low temper
tures throughout, and thus take spontaneous photon e
sions as the only source of dephasing and relaxation.8,22

Regarding the time evolution of the light pulse, we a
sume the geometry depicted in Fig. 1~a! of a laser pulse
entering from the left-hand side into the sample of inhom
geneously broadened quantum dots. Denoting the p
propagation directionz and assuming an electric-field profil
Eocosvot, with envelopeEo and central frequencyvo , we
describe the light propagation in the slowly varying envelo
approximation:20,23
©2003 The American Physical Society23-1
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S ]z1
n

c
] tDEo~z,t !>2

2pvo

nc
ImP~z,t !, ~2!

where n is the semiconductor refraction index andc the
speed of light. Most importantly, the term on the right-ha
side describes the back action of the material polariza
P(z,t) on the light propagation. Here20,21

P~z,t !5NE g~e!de(
xx8

Mx8x~e!rxx8~e,z;t !, ~3!

with N the uniform dot density,e the exciton energies,g(e)
a normalized distribution characterized through the f

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of~a! the setup, where an in
tense laser pulse with a temporal widthto enters from the left-hand
side into the dot sample~b! the ground-state-exciton absorptio
spectrum for the inhomogeneously broadened dots (d* ) and for a
single dot (go); the dashed line shows the spectral width of t
laser pulse, and~c! generic quantum dot level scheme~for a discus-
sion, see the text!; optical selection rules for circularly polarize
light (s6) and spontaneous photon emission processes~wiggled
lines! apply as indicated~Ref. 24!.
24532
n

l

width at half maximumd* of the inhomogeneously broad
ened ensemble, andMx8x the optical dipole matrix elements
Note that for eachz ande the time evolution ofrxx8(e,z;t) is
given by Eq.~1!.

In our calculations we assume a laser frequencyvo tuned
to the maximum of the inhomogeneously broadened excit
ground-state transitions, Fig. 1~b!, and a typical exciton en-
ergy splitting of the order of several tens of meV,6,7 thus
restricting our analysis to the generic level scheme of F
1~c!, which consists of the ground-stateu0(e)& ~no electron-
hole pairs present!, the spin-degenerate excitons of lowe
energy uXo

6(e)&, and the biexciton ground stateuB(e)&,
whose energy 2e2d is reduced because of Coulom
renormalizations.9,10,21 For typical values ofd* ;20 meV
andgo;1 meV ~Ref. 8! for the inhomogeneous and homo
geneous~lifetime! broadenings, respectively, and assumi
laser pulses withto;1 –10 ps, one immediately observe
that

d* @to
21@go . ~4!

In Ref. 20 we made the important observation that inequ
ties ~4! have severe consequences for the pulse propaga
Figure 2 shows results of our simulations based on Eqs.~1!–
~3! for different pulse areas*2`

` dtmoEo(t), with mo the di-
pole moment of the bulk semiconductor. Consider first
case of a weak laser pulse entering the dot region, Fig. 2~a!,
whereby the laser excites excitons and suffers attenuatio
more detailed analysis reveals exponential damping~Beer’s
law of linear absorption! with zo5nc/@2p2Nvomo

2g(vo)#
providing a characteristic length scale15,16,23~henceforth we
shall measure length in units ofzo , time in units of to

5nzo /c, and energy in units ofto
21 , with zo;250 mm, to

;3 ps, and to
21;0.2 meV for typical InGaAs dot

samples20,25!. Because of the weak dephasing the las
different
FIG. 2. Results of our simulations of pulse propagation in a sample of inhomogeneously broadened quantum dots and for
pulse areas; we use linear polarization and assume a setup where the pulse enters from a dot-free region~negativez values! into the dot
region. The insets show contour plots of the time evolution ofr(e,z;t) for z55zo ~with detuninge2vo). We use a prototypical biexciton
binding of 20to

21 .
3-2
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induced coherence stays stored in the material even
attenuation of the laser pulse. As a consequence, when
laser intensity is further increased, Fig. 2~b!, this stored en-
ergy can again be fully extracted from the material and giv
back to the laser pulse, as first demonstrated in the sem
work of McCall and Hahn.15,16 This leads to a propagatio
where at each instant of time the pulse gives and receives
same amount of energy from the material~self-induced trans-
parency!. While, strictly speaking, such ideal performance
only expected for a generic two-level scheme,15,16 the results
of Fig. 2 clearly demonstrate that all essential features, s
as stable pulse propagation or pulse breakup at the hig
field strengths, remain in cases of the more complicated le
scheme of Fig. 1~c!.

However, in the inset of Fig. 2~c! and even more clearly
in Fig. 3 we observe that after passage of the pulse s
biexciton population remains. The underlying states areen-
tangled exciton states. To see that, we first note that becau
of the negligible dephasing the time dynamics can be c
sidered as almost coherent~thus allowing for a wave-
function description!; introducing furthermore the suggestiv
notationsu00& for the ground state,u10& and u01& for the
excitons uXo

6&, and u11& for the biexciton,24 whereby we
have assumed that in the strong-confinement regimeuB& is
approximately given by the product stateuXo

1& ^ uXo
2&,10

within each of these dots the wave function is of the form26

uC&5const3~ u00&1ju11&), ~5!

with j a complex number~see Fig. 3!—this wave function is
exactly anentangledone1,27 ~we checked that our results d

FIG. 3. ~a! Exciton and biexciton population att520to ~contour
lines of 0.25, 0.45, 0.65, and 0.85, respectively!; ~b! ground-
state-biexciton coherencer0B(vo1(d/2),z;t520 to) at two-
photon resonance~see arrow!—note that a value of12 corresponds
to a maximally entangled Bell state~Ref. 27!; the value ofr0B

can be controlled through variation ofd ~dashed line! or, equiva-
lently, of to .
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not depend decisively on the specific values ofto andd, and
thus reflect a general behavior!. To understand the origin o
this entanglement creation, we note that the transition occ
at the photon energy where the biexciton is in two-pho
resonance, i.e., 2e2d52vo . Assuming that for linear polar-
ization the level scheme of Fig. 1~c! reduces to an effective
three-level one@since only one of the superpositions (uXo

1&
6uXo

2&)/A2 couples to the light#, at two-photon resonanc
the effective Hamiltonian of Eq.~1! reduces to24

ho1hop52
1

2 S 0 V 0

V 2d V

0 V 0
D , ~6!

whereby we have used a rotating-frame representation
cording tovouXo&^Xou12vouB&^Bu,20 and V5moEo is the
usual Rabi frequency. Equation~6! describes a system wher
the two statesu0& and uB& are coupled byV through an
auxiliary and off-resonant leveluXo& @see inset of Fig. 3~a!#.
For constantV and assumingV!d one can analytically
obtain the eigenstates of Eq.~6!,28 which consist of the bare
exciton stateuXo&, and two mixed states ofu0& and uB&.
More specifically, if the system is initially in stateu0& its
time evolution is governed by the Hamiltonian28

ho1hop>
V2

d
~ uB&^0u1u0&^Bu!. ~7!

Apparently, as time goes on the system will oscillate betwe
u0& and uB&; consequently, the final biexciton population
Figs. 2 and 3 is governed by the pulse intensity and can
controlled through variation ofto .

Although the basic mechanisms underlying the creation
such exciton entanglement, i.e., excitation and deexcita
of single excitons~Rabi-type oscillations! and two-photon
transitions, are essentially single-dot effects, the entan
ment creation considered here is a genuine cooperative
nomenon. First note that while populating biexcitons the
ser pulse loses intensity: if we would neglect the possibi
of pulse reshaping such losses would be accompanied
reduction of the pulse area, which would result in a rap
pulse attenuation~since the condition for self-induced tran
parency would no longer be fulfilled!. However, because o
the back action of the material polarization onE, Eq. ~2!, at
each instant of time the pulse reshapes to conserve area
to compensate for the losses suffered~see Ref. 16 for a re-
lated discussion!. Thus, self-induced transparency at t
single-exciton level and biexciton creation are not indep
dent phenomena, but just represent two different facets
single cooperative phenomenon.

We envision a number of experimental techniques for
measurement of such massive entanglement. First, we
pose to monitor the luminescence after passage of the l
pulse: since in absence of the strong laser fields the exc
biexciton states must relax via the interconnecting exci
states, Fig. 1~c!, the luminescence spectra consist of tw
peaks centered aroundvo6d/2 ~and no signal atvo). Sec-
ondly, consider a coherent-carrier control setup of a we
3-3
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probe pulse with frequencyvo2d/2 following the first
pulse: for an appropriately chosen phase difference betw
the pulses, the probe pulse can propagate over long dista
without suffering losses, whereby the attenuation due to
citon creation is compensated by the gain through stimula
biexciton emission. Finally, we propose to measure the p
ton noise: let us take in Eq.~7! the opposite viewpoint and
consider the material polarization as a semiclassical so
and the light field as the quantum system. Then,18,19

hl >
1

2pd
~la1

† a2
† 1l* a1a2! ~8!

is the Hamiltonian for the light field, with l
>*dedzrB0(e,z) andas

† the creation operator for a photo
with polarizations. Most importantly, a Hamiltonian of this
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